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It is with pleasure that I provide a referral for Paul Reynolds and Kame Khouzam from Solar Energy & Battery
Storages Solutions. I met Paul 3 years ago when investigating options to install solar photovoltaic systems to reduce
the electricity costs at my Roma based manufacturing facility.
During the process Paul analysed our electricity bills and designed a system that matched consumption. He was
meticulous to explain the entire process and answered all questions with clarity, giving attention to details. I found
Paul to be honest and a man of integrity, delivering what he promised.
I met Kame Khouzam when he visited the Roma facility with Paul for a courtesy after sales call. Kame, a retired
university professor of electrical engineering, is very passionate about solar energy and photovoltaic engineering.
Both Paul and Kame travel extensively to help educate people about the benefits of and the applications of solar and
photovoltaic systems.
Together they design and supervise the solar system from conception to completion. The team from Solar Energy &
Battery Storage Solutions who installed our system were all qualified and accredited electricians.
The after sales service offered is highly recommended as they call on us to check the systems frequently and review
the electricity bills, which gives me peace of mind.
Paul installed 95 kW PV panels on our facility and we are extremely satisfied with the performance. The system is
saving more than 40 percent on our bills and is expected to pay for itself within 3.5 years.
Paul Reynolds and Kame Khouzam are dedicated to work ethics and I have no hesitation to recommend them and
SEBSS to anyone wanting to install solar for domestic or business applications.
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